More
than a pretty
picture

5

STEP GUIDE TO
DEVELOPING AND USING BRAND PHOTOGRAPHY

In this 5 step guide we explore
the power of photography in creating
a brand, and what you need to think
about to ensure you have images that
will tell stories that inspire
your audiences.
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PHOTOGRAPHY IS POWERFUL
• It’s thought that a billion images are loaded onto social media every day.
• As of summer 2016, there are 20 billion photos on Instagram.
• It’s estimated that mankind has taken 3.8 trillion photos to date.
All of this is for good reason: the brain processes images 60,000 times faster
than any other information. Around 90% of information transmitted to the brain is
visual. And 40% of people respond better to visual information than text.
So it’s an understatement to say that photography is a key asset in your design
toolkit. A good image can tell a thousand words and be a window into the world
of your brand. However, it must be developed and used with care and respect.

step 1
click here to find out more about the power
of photography within branding
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RESPECT YOUR AUDIENCE
Your clients and customers are tuned in to a visual world that couldn’t have
been imagined even a generation ago. People’s visual appetites are sophisticated,
so treat them that way.
Make sure you keep the style consistent. It’s what your audience will expect,
and want. For example, First Direct uses only black and white imagery; National
Geographic uses stunning wildlife and landscape imagery. When a theme is used
consistently over time, your audience will see a typical image in that style and
immediately think of your brand – without a word being read.

step 2

Create your own mood board
it’s a great way of clarifying your thinking and the stories you want to

tell, and getting input from key stakeholders. think about colours, tones,
subject matter and be prepared to change and adapt your ideas.
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GO PRO
When you’re clear about what you want, stick to it. Then brief a good professional
photographer. Only a professional with a practised eye for composition and an
in-depth knowledge of how to get the right effects will do. The best photographers
need to be booked well in advance, and they’re not cheap. But they are your
secret weapon in creating a memorable visual brand that loyal customers or
clients will flock to.

step 3

Brief well
your photography brief is an important document in ensuring you get

what you want from the photographer. no matter how good they are, they
need clear guidance from you about what you want to achieve. share your
mood board, talk through the brief with them and go on the shoot if you
can, so you can provide guidance on the day.

don’t know where to start to find a good commercial photographer?
click here for some useful tips
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A CLEAR GUIDE
When you’ve got photography that you love, create a section in your brand
guidelines to ensure that any designer you’re working with understands how to
use it. Give precise written instructions about how images should be used and
placed and, if stock shots are used, what your expectations are. As well as including
guidelines on what to do, include what not to do. This is equally important.
Over time your photography style may evolve – this is likely to be a subtle
change, but it’s important to update your guidelines accordingly.

step 4

Create photography champions
if you have in-house designers, talk them through the guidelines when
they first join your team. better still, recruit them as photography

champions in your business: if they live and breathe the photography

style, they’ll be able to guide anyone who is briefing in a new piece of design
work on how to use imagery to full effect.
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QUALITY, QUALITY, QUALITY
Inevitably, you will need to use stock shots at some point, so this is a good
point to mention how not all stock image agencies are the same.
There are some good ones, so be choosy.
Don’t use any image that you have doubts about as a bad quality stock shot
will weaken the effect of all the other great photography you’ve used in whatever
you’re producing. Consumers are experts at filtering out visuals and messages
(and brands) that aren’t up to scratch, including those that are badly reproduced,
cropped or pixelated. Be ever-vigilant to how photography has the power to
make or break your brand.
step 5

Check the stock
there are many image libraries available online and a number offer royalty
free images, plus video and illustrations. the quality varies, but these

purveyors of stock imagery have come on a lot in recent years. have a look
around the internet to see what suits your needs and style best.
some suggestions of good stock image libraries:

imagesource (high quality royalty free images)
shutterstock (flexible pricing plan)
istockphoto (includes HD video clips)
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